Compass Chair

Compass Chair (R330)

COMPASS CHAIR

Compass Chair
It’s the perfect inclusion chair. The rock-solid
frame is built to withstand years of demanding use. The
gracefully contoured seat and sturdy armrests provide
reassuring boundaries, giving mildly involved students
the support they need to feel secure and comfortable. At
the same time, its simple and elegant construction lets
it blend easily into any classroom environment. It looks
almost like a regular classroom chair – it’s meant to.

The five available sizes accommodate everyone from
small children to adults, and the adjustable legs allow
fine-tuning for optimal positioning.
Find important details and informative
facts about the Compass Chair at:
www.rifton.com/compasschair

“

We have had trouble getting one
of our students to sit even for a
few moments, which, of course,
makes learning very difﬁcult.
We’ve tried different seating
options but nothing seemed to
work. Imagine our surprise when
he saw the Compass Chair for the
ﬁrst time and, entirely on his own,
went and sat in it until we had to
ask him to get up!

”

Kathleen Marshall
Anderson Center for Autism
Staatsburg, NY
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COMPASS CHAIR

Compass Chair features

Contoured seat and back

High armrests for
support and transfer

Lateral thigh support

Height-adjustable legs

The Compass Chair comes in ﬁve sizes.

Unique built-in support
The contoured sides of the
seat, together with the inside
surfaces of the armrests, provide
subtle lateral support that
can be particularly helpful for
students with Autism Spectrum
Disorder, giving security and
sensory boundaries.

COMPASS CHAIR

Stability feet attach
to the back legs to
accommodate your
more active, tip-prone
students.

Adjusting the rear
legs shorter than
the front legs gives
the chair a slight
tilt, which can help
some students relax.
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COMPASS CHAIR

Components
Seat belt
The optional seat belt clips into the seat when
needed for safety or postural support.

Stability feet
The stability feet enlarge the chair’s base of
support. They are adjustable like the standard
chair legs.

Adjustable legs
The legs provide two inches of height
adjustment to ensure optimal seat height
and allow for growth. Both chairs in this
picture are size 3.

COMPASS CHAIR

Compass Chair dimensions
User dimensions (inches)
Height

R310 size 1

R320 size 2

R330 size 3

R340 size 4

R350 size 5

36 – 47

43 – 54

49 – 60

55 – 68

62+

Key user dimension: height
The user’s overall height is a general guide to help you select the appropriate chair.
Choose the model that allows for growth.
Important: Make sure that seat width, depth, and height are adequate for each user,
and that the user’s weight does not exceed the maximum weight recommended.
Item dimensions (inches)
Seat height

R310

R320

R330

R340

R350

9, 10, 11

10½, 11½, 12½

12½, 13½, 14½

14½, 15½, 16½

16½, 17½, 18½

Seat depth

9½

11

12¾

14¾

16½

Seat width

10½

12¼

14

16¼

18¼

9½

11

12½

14¼

16
8¾

Backrest height
Armrest height above the seat

5½

6

7

8¼

Armrest length

6½

7½

8½

9¾

11

Max. working load (lbs)

100

120

175

220

250

Order form
Use dimension chart to select appropriate size.

R310 size 1

R320 size 2

R330 size 3

R340 size 4

R350 size 5

*Compass chair

R311

R321

R331

R341

R351

Seat belt

R312

R312

R332

R342

R342

Stability feet

R316

R316

R316

R316

R316

* Required
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Rifton Equipment
PO Box 260
Rifton NY 12471–0260

You asked; we delivered.
The return of an old friend
For years you’ve been asking for a simple
supportive chair with armrests – like the old
Compass Chair. Studying your suggestions
and collaborating with therapists and teachers
around the world, our team worked to develop
the perfect (we hope!) inclusion chair.
While we kept the name, this is more than the
reintroduction of an old product. The new chair
has height adjustment, improved ergonomics
and better support. We think it’s the perfect
chair for learning. Tell us if we got it right.
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